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I	 Abstract
A simple topogra phic slope correction has been developed using a lineate-
ized thermal model and assuming slopes less than about twenty degrees. The
correction can be used to analyze individual thermal images or composite
products such as temperature difference or thermal inertia. Simple curves are
provided for latitudes of 30 and 50 degrees. The form is easily adapted for
analysis of HCMM (Heat Capacity Mapping Mission) images using the DMA (Defense
Mapping Agency) digital terrain data.
Introduction
Topographic slope effects commonly have been observed on thermal infrared
images and are used to deduce geologic structure and morphology (Rowan and
others, 1970; Wolfe, 1971; Sabins, 1969; Offield, 1975; Cannon, 1973;
Schneider and others, 1979). Some early thermal model studies considered the
general nature of slope effec',s (Watson, 1970; 1971) and it was suggested
(Watson and others, 1971) that a simple correction to thermal models could be
applied by representing the north-south slope component as an equivalent
change in latitude and the east-west component as an equivalent shift in local
time.
The initial thermal-inertia study (Pohn and others, 1974), using low-
resolution meteorological satellite data, assumed that at that small scale
1	 .
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slopes, and hence topographic effects, were negligible. The first topographi-
cally corrected thermal inertia image was constructed from large-scale air-
craft data using a lookup table for temperature effects as a function of slope
and azimuth derived from a thermal model (Gillespie and Kahle, 1977).
The purpose of this paper is to present an analytical expression for the
topographic slope correction to thermal images. This expression will be
primarily for the interpretation of data from the HCMM satellite but also
applicable to aircraft data under appropriate slope conditions.
Method
A topographic correction term is developed using the Linearized thermal
model proposed by Watson (1975) and expanded in later studies (Miller and
Watson, 1977; Price, 1977; Pratt and Ellyett, 1979; Watson, 1979). The effect
of slope is modeled by assuming that it is due solely to the modulation of the
incoming direct solar radiation. Second order effects of diffuse and sky
radiation, sensible and latent heat, geothermal effects and reradiation from
adjacent surfaces have been ignored. These assumptions restrict the model to
small slopes (probably less then twenty degrees) and, although generally valid
for the 500-m HCMM data, do not apply to large-scale aircraft data acquired in
areas of rugged relief.
Let v(x,t) - vo(x,t) + vd (x,t) where v is the temperature distribution at
a depth x below the Earth's surface and at time t measured from local solar
noon, and v(x,t) also satisfies the heat conduction equation in one dimen-
sion. vo is the temperature for a flat surface and v d for the additional
effect due to an inclined surface of slope d and direction of slope of slope 0
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(measured counterclockwise from north). The surface boundary condition satis-
fied by vd is:
ai d
	
	_K ax - Qdir ( cos z d - cos z o) ( 1-A) - 4covo v d 
at x - 0	 (1)
and the one dimensional conduction equation is
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where K and K are the thermal conductivity and diffusivity, A and c are the
surface albedo and emissivity, vo is the mean surface temperature for the flat
surface, o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Q dir is the amplitude of the
incident solar flux ( equal to Sot where So is the solar constant and T the
atmospheric transmission factor), z o and zd are the zenith angles of the flat
and inclined surfaces, respectively. Using a Fourier series solution (Carslaw
and Jaeger, p. 74, 1959) the surface temperature of the inclined surface is:
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where the Fourier coefficients Bs and e s are derived in Appendix One and the
radiation constant h, the wave number W s and the phase shift ds are defined as
follows:
_
h - 4cay. 3o /K
f
s
(2)
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Ws
 - 3 ws/2.c
6 - tan- 1 (W /(h+W ))	 (Watson, 1979).
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Now because ' Ws /h>1 and Sk - 0 for k - 3, S, ... then 6 s * %/4 and
B1 con (wt-el-w/4)
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Now W2r /h - V-2r (W1/h)
where W 1 /h - P 3 w 2 / (4cavo
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and 6k - tan 
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Therefore, vd(O,t)	 Qdir (1-A)d (4cav o3 )
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Introduce
vdDAY	 vd(OsO)
vdNITE . vd(O,T/2)
and	 Avd - vd (0,0) - vd(O,T/2)
3 _1DAYThen v 
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The temperature-difference effect is proportional to slope and the azi-
muth variation, which is the term in brackets ([ 1), and is plotted for the
day, night, and temperature difference in Figure 1 using an assumed value of
(h/W 1 ). The amplitudes of the three expressions are roughly similar, and this
shows that the temperature-difference expression does not provide any reduc-
tion of the topographic slope effect as an improvement over the individual day
and night images. There are orientation effects, however, that can cause the
topographic effect to be more pronounced in our image. An HCMM test site in
Cabeza Prieta, Ariz. (latitude 30 0) has a general NW-SE topographic grain--
corresponding to	 1350 and 3150
. At these azimuths, the topographic effect
should be least in the temperature-difference image (and hence thermal inertia
which is derived from it) and greatest in the daytime thermal image.
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6Conclusion
The general expression given for the topographic correction, equation 5,
can be easily modified for other data acquisition times and latitudes. An
expression for Qdir can be obtained for clear sky conditions (Hummer-Miller,
1981) and the value of W I N computed as a second-order correction for each
image pixel from the temperature difference and sum. The method is limited to
areas of low topographic slope--probably 20 degrees or less-and is most
applicable to HCMM data that have a 500-m resolution and can be merged with
the DMA digital terrain data. The technique is applicable to aircraft data,
exclusive of areas with rugged relief, 'but requires digital terrain data at
appropriately higher resolution and is thus not generally available.
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Figure 1.--The azimuth variation of the topographic correction factor is
plotted versus azimuth for the temperature day and night and tem-
p::rature difference at two latitudes (30 o and 500 ), assuming a
value of h/W1 - 138 (using c - 1, va M 280 K, P - 1500).
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Appendix One: Fourier coefficients For the topographic slops effect,
Let"f(t)	 Bk cos (wkt - 8k)
•	 k•O
where	 f(t) n < cos zd > - < cos 10>
< cos zd > 0 cis zd	for<t<tss
0	 otherwise
< cos zo > . cos z	 -t1<t<t1
0	 otherwise
cos zd A coswt + S sinwt + C
cos z cos y cosh coswt + sin? sind
A	 toad cos'. cos6 - sAnd cosd cosh sind
B	 sind sind cosh
C	 coed sinX sind + sind cosh sind cosh•
(Watson, 1975;1979)
wt l - v/2 + sin- l (tana tan6)
wtsa •m n!2 + AQN(sin -' 1 (tana tan6 ), sin 1 (C/R) + tan-1(4/A))
wtsr a -1/2 + MAV -sin 1 (tanx tand), -s .a-1 (C/R) + tan-1(B/A))
and R - V A `.- B
because the solar declination is a small angle, 151 4 23.50 and thi: topograph-
ic slopes are assumed to be small Idl < 200 we shall introdt%ce the small angle
approximations for both 6 and d:
sin x x
cos x Y 1
X2 ' 0.
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(1)
Thus
A n co&X d cosh sinX
B a d sink
C x v sinX
wt l x e/2 + 6 tanX
wt ss Y wt i + mIN (0, d sink/cosa)
wtsr v -wt j + ma (0, d sink/cosa)
From equation 1 and using the standard Fourier coefficient method
T/2	 2	 B  cose k T 	2
B  cose k j cos wkt dt - 2	 cos kx dr.
	
w	 0
-T/2
t	 tl
I
t as
•	 cos zd cos At dt - j coo 	cos wkt dt
tor	 - 1
wt	 wtl
	
Jss cos x cos kx dx	 cosy	 J cos x cos kx dxww
wt or -wt1
wt ss	 tlwt
+ W J	 sin x cos kx dx +	 J	 cos kx dx - sina • d	 J 
cos kx dx
w	
-wtlwt orwt or
2d cos sin% x/2
_— j cos x cos kx dx
w	 0
In a similar fashion
2B  sin9 k x	 2	 2d sink n/2
------ j sin kx dx =	 f sin x sin kx dx
w	 0
	
w0
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Now	 f cos x cos kx dx * 1
0
w/4
^0
(- l )r+1 / ((2r)2-1)
n/2
and	 f sin x sin kx dx - 0
0
. TI/4
0
2r(-1)r+l / f(2r)2-11
Therefore
'k	 0
k 1
k	 3, 5,...
k	 2r,	 r • 1 + 2,...
k 0
k	 1
k	 3, 5,...
k	 2r,	 r . 1, 20...
BO m -d cos ¢ sina/n
e O - 0
B l - 0/2) V sin f + cos f sin a
el	 tan" l (-tan f/sinX)
2d (-1) r+lB2r - 	
V (2r sink) + (sinX cosh)
f(((2r) ­ 11
92r * tan-1 ( -2r taWsinX)
B2r+1.	 0	 r	 l 2, 3, 00.
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